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Flex Rate, LTL, and Full/Partial Truckload are our three options for shipping heavier items such 
as treadmills, ellipticals, spin bikes, and other large equipment.
 
Option 1 — Flex Rate
Flex rate shipping is our most popular shipping method. We have a network of independent carriers that leave 
our facility weekly headed for various destinations across the country. Our transit times depend on our trucks 
being fully loaded. Typically, the driver can wheel the product across the first threshold, for heavier equipment 
we ask that someone be on site to assist the driver in moving the products.  For example, we might have a 
carrier that leaves the first and third Mondays of every month for Boston or another carrier that leaves the first 
and third Tuesday of every month for Chicago. The drivers deliver multiple pieces of equipment at a time and 
may make several stops along their way to your city. This method is very cost-effective if you are willing to wait 
a little longer to receive your product. Please allow 14-21 days for flex rate shipping. 
 
Option 2 — LTL
LTL shipping is with a reputable 3rd party delivery service. This method of shipping is more expensive than 
Options 2 or 3, but delivery time is shorter. Please allow 7-14 days for LTL shipping.
 
Option 3 — Full/Partial Truckload
This is the preferred delivery option for customers receiving multiple pieces of equipment, typically 5 or more. 
With this method of shipping, a dedicated truck will deliver the product. For this method of delivery, we require 
customers to have a forklift or other type of material handling equipment. As it requires unloading multiple 
pieces of heavy equipment. This method is very cost-effective if you are purchasing multiple pieces at once. 
Please allow 7-14 days for this shipping option.
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